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Politics of the History of Politics1 

Thanks for the invitation.  

In the following talk some of the current discussions from our seminar for Humanities 

research masterstudents at VU will resonate – it is always fun to try and make such 

connections. In this case, the connection concerns the notions of rhetorical frames and 

imaginable possibilities as explored by Consuela Cruz in her article ‘How nations remember 

their pasts and make their futures’. My central argument is a tryout of her approach with as 

a use case the House of European History which recently opened in Brussels. This brand new 

museum is a dedicated case in point when we consider “the politics of the history of politics” 

since it is a project under direct responsibility of the European parliament, dealing with the 

history of the formation of the EU.  

1 So let me start with the introductory program text to our panel, which asks ‘Do political 

mechanisms play a role in the way political historians construct their research questions?’ 

My first answer is: of course they do, and this is not just happening now, it never has been 

otherwise. 

                                                           
1
 Cf KNHG-symposium with Michael Rothberg - Rhetoric of the past; How and why do people re-appropriate 

rhetoric from the past in present contexts? 22 September 2016 (but very different from that approach…) – 
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Our research school discusses the very meaning of political history, history of politics, the 

political in history… you name it.  Political historians are interested in power mechanisms in 

society; mechanisms that work not just in function of political institutions, state apparatuses 

and interpellations, political debates, but everywhere; in economics, culture, society at large. 

Political contestations in the present always have been strong --  even inevitable – incentives 

for historians to turn their energies towards the past. Historians can decide to more or less 

actively engage in the debate and contestations of our time – for instance in that incredibly 

powerful rhetorical frame of ‘Clash of Civilizations’, or, in the more banal frame of Zwarte 

Piet as typically Dutch tradition. With respect to this engagement, their profession requires 

from them that they adhere to the academic values as expressed in the recent position 

paper of the Royal Netherlands Historical Society: core values like being honest and 

accurate; reliable, transparent and verifiable;  independent and, finally, responsible.2 

However, it is an illusion that historians just could stay away from the political arena and 

that their own research interest and academic practices are indifferent to the history of 

politics that is their very object of research. And they reckon with the key qualities of 

rhetoric as well: logos, ethos and pathos.  

2. Discussing the implications of this entanglement of a history of politics and the political 

contestations of our time, requires self-reflexivity:  a reflection on the professional 

historian’s own trajectories and interactions with publics.  

Self-reflexivity: This is what immediately came to my mind when exploring the topic of this 

panel. Why should I talk about ‘historians’ and ‘them’, when  it certainly should regard 

myself? Where do I find ‘the political’ in my own history writing and how did I make my 

choices? I remember, for instance, an editorial in the newspaper NRC Handelsblad, stating 

that it was urgent that historians should reveal how the Netherlands had been enrolled in 

the Second Gulf War. Such appeals always speak to me: do I fail, if I don’t do this? Will 

someone else pick it up, is our trade organized in such a way that automatically such 

requests are being answered, is it an appeal to historians or to politics to put a political 

record straight?  

                                                           
2
 https://knhg.nl/wp/content/uploads/2017/03/KNHG-Position-Paper-Beroepsethiek-Historici.pdf (29-11-2017) 

https://knhg.nl/wp/content/uploads/2017/03/KNHG-Position-Paper-Beroepsethiek-Historici.pdf
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I know for myself that since my years in secondary education when I decided that I would 

like to become a history teacher, I have always been motivated to participate in society by 

contributing historical knowledge. In some instances my projects aimed at historical 

knowledge as an aspect of empowerment (as in the case of womens history, labour class 

history); 

Some research turned to historical knowledge as a contribution to repair (as in the case of 

the project on the history of the communist resistance movement and the explicit intention 

to understand and help bridge the deep divides created in the post-1956 years of schisms 

and the failed destalinisation of the communist party in the Netherlands); a project from 

which followed another question, concerning the strong distinction between hero’s and 

victims that was so dominant in Dutch world war 2 histories, and that framed the histories of 

the genocide on the jews. 

Somewhat later came the dedicated program to reinsert Dutch colonialism in mainstream 

Dutch historical understanding, a wish to strengthen a more inclusive historical approach of 

shared histories, that acknowledge the inherent power differences rooted in colonial  

relationships; which for me now has become my main program: that is -- trying to 

understand the impact of decolonization on the emergence of the dominant national  

frames of thinking about Europe and its history of imperialism. 

And, last example out of many more, I deliberately accepted the assignment to contribute to 

what we call ‘the canon  van Nederland,’ with the intention to speak to children in primary 

and early secondary education.  

Empowerment, repair, inclusion… These are motives, subjects, themes in my work and 

collaborations with others  over the past 4 decades, and rooted in a climate of an academic 

freedom. I am well aware that in them resonate my own upbringing, positionality and 

transnational background, as well as, of course, the politic of contemporary history in a 

broader sense. I now present it with big words and refer to massive frames, but in fact it just 

concerns some output of one historian; one node in a network of voices about past and 

present. Moreover, I also know for myself that sitting in archives, talking to people who 

share their experiences, touching objects, analyzing exhibitions, co-creation and teaching, as 

historical research practices in themselves, have an innate beauty and  are a constant source 
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of consolation, even with respect to difficult pasts. History as a detour to think about the 

present without having to say ‘how now’, what should we do next?  Leaving that to for 

politics. 

3. An important aspect of this self-reflexivity is an evaluation of the impact, on the political 

arena’s for the history of politics, of the technological changes that have developed over 

the past decades. 

We have no time here to discuss our tools more in depth, but we need to consider how over 

the past decades the historian’s tools are changing and what that implies: manuscripts 

technically changed from pencil and stylo, to typewriter, to computer texts, to interactive 

image/sound/text presentations; the archival world changed; distances disappeared; 

visuality got a new place in historical reasoning and referencing – we embrace new types of 

sources like material objects, spatial dimensions, intangible heritage, big data; we travel and 

skype. That happens not just with us historians, the same happens in politics. ‘The political in 

the history of politics’ also concerns how society at large accesses, represents, invokes the 

past. The notions of empowerment from the 1970s that resonated, for instance, in the rise 

of women’s history or labor history, require new attachments to audiences in order to be 

relevant in the dynamics of today’s political arena. But I skip this issue for now; probably it 

will return in the discussion, when we discuss the ‘how’ in the appearances and technologies  

of the political in contemporary history of politics. 

4. Basically our reflection on the interaction between historical discourse, historical frames 

and politics is a historiographic discussion 

We know many examples where historians knew about, were specialized in, contributed to 

the interpretation of difficult histories with little or no resonance in historiography at large; 

where the implications of such interpretations for dominant historical frames were not 

acknowledged –other historians not open to modify their approaches – handbooks or school 

books blocked for new perspectives. At Remieg Aarts’ initiative, The Royal Netherlands 

Historical Society intends to focus the 2018 conference to this issue of power dynamics in 

historiography and the very mechanisms  of inclusion and exclusion in history writing as 

such. In many such instances where historians refocused on difficult histories discussed in 
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public, political developments outside the realm of historiography were leverages for a more 

intense historiographic debate.  

Let me give just one example: the historiographic debate on what now is framed as ‘colonial 

aphasia’ – a biomedical term serving as an explanatory concept to describe phenomena of 

decolonization throughout Europe. I am too brisk here, the argument is more nuanced. 

However, this is an example where historians should redirect focus to our shared 

historiographic responsibility, in stead of bringing a semi-medical critique of society on the 

one hand, and a critique of the work by the former generation of historians on the other. I 

argue that in the complex contestations in the politics of national history in the Netherlands 

today, ‘colonial aphasia’ can mean color blindness to the one, and an appeal to revive the 

commercial bravura of the East India Company to the other. This rhetorical framing of our 

relationship to past imperialism, is a historiographic concern for political historians. Scholars 

across Europe see a relation between decolonization and the national turn in historiography, 

which implied abandoning the empire and reframing what came after imperialism in terms 

of a world of nations. ‘Colonial aphasia’ refers to this. But this national turn is not only an 

expression of the end of colonialism; it is, of course, also a social response to the 20th 

century catastrophes (Hobsbawm) at the European continent. Take the example of the huge 

impact of the often reprinted books3 by Romein (Jan en Annie), The low countries (De lage 

landen bij de zee),  or Testators (Erflaters van onze beschaving). Such books, published in the 

1930s with high print runs, with a narrative of defending the history of the Dutch against 

foreign threats, providing consolation and hope during the occupation years, remind us of 

the strength of the notions of imaginable futures that these national histories resisting 

occupation but ignoring empire, had gained in 1945 at the very moment of imperial defeat 

and decolonization.  

And this leads to my main argument here: 

5. Our reflection on the interaction between historical discourse, historical canons and 

politics needs to focus on a critical understanding of both the historical and the 

historiographic dimensions of existing rhetorical frames and how in the political arena 

these frames open up for different (politically contesting)  imaginable possibilities. 

                                                           
3
 by Romein (Jan en Annie), The low countries (De lage landen bij de zee – 1934, reprinted until 1973 and 

maybe later,),  or Testators (Erflaters van onze beschaving, 1938 reprinted until 1976 and maybe later). 
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These notions of rhetorical frames and imaginable possibilities (preparing for the future) 

builds on Ankersmit, as well as on the argument made by Consuela Cruz in 2000.4  She 

argues that at critical junctures in the history of a group or a nation, rhetorical frames 

emerge, rooted in a collective memory shaped by past struggles and shared historical 

accidents.  Jan and Annie Romein used such a frame. Cruz – and I quote: ‘Thus whether in 

war or in peace, a collectivity expresses and defends its identity by declaring: “We are as we 

are because the world has made us this way; and because we are who we are, we can 

change our world only so much without changing ourselves.”.’ (Cruz 2000:276) And, 

referring to Prasenjit Duara, she adds another argument to this: ‘that the (trans)formation of 

collective identity shapes a nation’s political and economic development.’(277)The rhetorical 

frames are based on intersubjective references to the past, that open up for, but also restrict 

and direct the imaginable possibilities for transformation. These rhetorical frames 

concerning the past are invoked in political debate, with representations of the past playing 

a much larger role than politicians, historians, and the community seems to be aware.  

6. I am well aware that this may sound abstract. Cruz explains this with the example 

(reading backwards to early modern history) of two neighboring countries: Costa Rica and 

Nicaragua. We asked our students whether in the context of their own country they could 

think of concrete examples of such rhetorical frames invoked in politics  in connection to 

imaginable futures; frames that allow for different, even contesting, possibilities. At first 

thought they mentioned: 

 In Germany the rhetorical frame of ‘Leitkultur’ present in the sharp tensions between 

exclusive and inclusive notions of citizenship in contemporary society and Germany’s EU 

policy; 

In Irak the rhetorical frame that the victor always (re)writes the history, confirming a 

common feeling among  diverse populations that their citizenship depends on mutual power 

relations defined outside of themselves; 

                                                           
4
 Consuela Cruz, ‘Identity and Persuasion; How Nations Remember Their Pasts and Make Their Futures’ World 

Politics 52 (April 2000) 275-312. 
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In the UK the rhetorical frame of an open society welcoming its (formerly imperial) citizens 

and prepared to loose everything (their finest hour) for a just cause, ahead of and – if 

needed – separate from Europe; 

In Indonesia, the dominant frame imposed by the Suharto regime of ‘New Order’ versus ‘Old 

Order’, obscuring the colonial past, downplaying the founding years of the Indonesian 

republic, and requiring a ‘Reformasi’  as a follow-up frame that cannot easily neutralize the 

power of the New Order frame. 

In the Netherlands, the rhetorical frame of tolerance, poldermodel with a strong moral 

compass and inner need to resist outside pressures (from water, to the unjust Spanish King, 

to foreign occupation) demarcating sharp controversies about insider and outsider; 

I am well aware that these frames are way too flat; we don’t need to believe them, but they 

may help to pose good research questions. So in response to the theme of our panel, I argue 

that ‘‘the Politics of the History of Politics’ refers to the in my view crucial role of historians 

to strengthen the understanding of the historical dimensions of the rhetorical frames that 

shape current political debates. How history is being invoked, opens up for discussions on 

imaginable possibilities 

Todomuta studio: ‘We created a 25M. tall sculpture that is the key element of the 

“House of European History” in Brussels. A museum which aims to become a 

platform for debate about Europe and its history.’ http://www.todomuta.com/
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7. Let me try this argument  with the example of House of European History which opened 

in June this year in Brussels.  

This sculpture is the centre piece of the exhibition, stating that European history is written in 

words, European heritage is expressed in words, European culture is grounded in thoughts, 

beliefs and convictions expressed in words. All over the place are quotes from Europeans 

from the different countries of the EU, emerging from this sculpture.  An example is the 

quote by Cees Nooteboom (Dutch author who lives and is very well known in Germany) 

saying: ‘Europa is vor allem ein Geistigen Raum’. 

The museum has, on the introductory floor a section meant to prepare us for the themes 

displayed in the other floors. Here the House poses very big questions that include 

colonialism, like the history of slavery, connected to the power of the people who through 

peaceful means of activism and a dedication to self determination, had campaigned for 

abolition. This text ends with the question: ‘has slavery really ended?’A text to a Benin 

bronze from the British Museum collection, explaining the conquest and at the same time 

the idea of bringing civilization, asks the visitor: ‘would the other people (who were 

subjected) regard this as civilizing as well?’ Another object addressing the emergence of 

individualism as a European value asks: ‘do we all have the right to behave ourselves as 

individuals?’, and: ‘are enlightenment values today under threat or will science and 

knowledge production always be the strongest? Or: ‘is revolution an acceptable way to 

realize political change?” and ‘can Europe ever become the stage for such cruelty again, as in 

the case of shoa/genocide again?’ 

It struck me that at the end of the exhibition, if I am not mistaken, none of the questions are 

being answered (unlike in the American Museum of National History were I visited the 

exhibition on the internement of Japanese Americans in WWII and they asked ‘was it 

constitutional’ and answered: ‘no it was not’, or concerning the history and struggle of the 

black Americans ‘was it worth it’ answer: ‘yes it has made our democracy stronger’). In the 

House of European History no answers, so the questions seem to be more like a warning: 

‘beware, this is our history’. And this is also how the students interpreted the exhibition. 

The most problematic in the museum is that ‘colonialism starts’, ‘imperialism develops’, but 

‘decolonization’ never happens. It is the Mazower Dark Continent, Judt Postwar Europe 
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narrative and Hannah Arendt concept of totalitarianism being told in terms of political 

history. Totalitarianism struck our democracy, colonialism is another chapter. Decolonization 

is not a topic affecting Europe, it happened elsewhere. The museum, supervised by the 

European parliament is only partly to blame for this; it is a reflection of historiography.  

So here historians have to step in and strengthen historiographic debate on European 

history aimed at influencing the dominant rhetorical frame of Europe’s 20th century as a 

century of European catastrophe leading to the EU as a peace project. . Of course we have 

very good expert researchers, like Robin de Bruin on Dutch political engagement, showing 

the intensity and quality of the political debate on the making of the EU at the time, to 

mention just one. Others, like Elizabeth Buettner discuss decolonization histories of 

European nations and how these impacted on for instance immigration policies and self 

perception. A crucial step, in my view, to address the political in the history of politics, is to 

work beyond national historiographies, and reconnect imperialism to the making of Europe 

today.  [slot niet af en niet goed – veel success]  
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Samenvatting: 

1. natuurlijk spelen politieke mechanismen een rol in de wijze waarop politiek historici  hun 

onderzoeksvragen formuleren 

2. discussie over de implicaties daarvan vraagt om zelfreflexie: nadenken over het tot nu zelf 

afgelegde wetenschappelijke traject en de interactie daarvan met (lezers)publiek 

3. daarbij komt dan vanzelf ook om de hoek kijken hoe het vak onder invloed van 

technologische ontwikkelingen is veranderd en hoe dat doorwerkt in de wijze waarop 

politieke geschiedenis voor het voetlicht komt 

4. Dat moet wezenlijk een historiografisch debat zijn 

5. belangrijk focuspunt daarin is de historische dimensies te onderkennen van rhetorische 

frames die politici gebruiken in het oproepen van toekomstbeelden; de historische 

rhetorische frames vormen mee deze vergezichten 

6. enkele concrete voorbeelden 

7. meer uitgebreid voorbeeld Huis van de Europese geschiedenis 

 


